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Red-carpet style laureate, comic icon, and outspoken superstar Joan Rivers is definitely uniquely
qualified to talk about plastic surgery— it's become something we do to create ourselves look
better. Through the entire publication, Joan Rivers is right there, guiding and encouraging
without apologies, no excuses, and zero shame. to keep searching so great. Today, in this noholds-barred publication, she gives females straight-talking tips on better coping with looking
better.Joan Rivers' abiding life philosophy is easy: in the appearance-centric culture of the
twenty-first century, beauty is key—specifically where men are concerned. Men like pretty
ladies.done.because she's mostly of the superstars unafraid to admit to the globe what she's “
Today, for any female considering her options, Joan Rivers will take the mystery out of plastic
surgery with a practical overview, aided and informed by the country's top plastic material
surgeons, of almost every single cosmetic method legally performed in America today. She takes
readers step-by-step through these entire procedures, from fi nding the right doctor to the
bruising truth about recovery and the facts about cosmetic surgery's extremely real risks. Part
comic musing, part bitch-fest, and part hands-on advice, that is a bracingly funny, wildly frank,
and genuinely passionate argument for a woman's right to do whatever needs doing to be
beautiful, to feel better about herself, & most of most to be happy -- not only with who she is, but
who she wants to be. Take it from the woman who likes having it all— Filled up with Rivers'
personal anecdotes about lifestyle under the knife, Males Are Stupid...PLUS THEY Like Big Boobs
can be rife with Hollywood gossip about who's done what and how often. But don't worry—got
performed”there's dish, too. Therefore, obtaining something lifted, tightened, altered, or removed
is really as fundamental as wearing makeup or using hair conditioner;
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I never expected this publication to be as good as it was I never expected this publication to be
as good as it was. I picked it up in the library merely to pass enough time. I've suggested this to
close friends &. She talks truthfully and truthfully about various kinds of plastic surgery.you were
and are an inspiration to numerous. The book provides real web sites one can have a look at and
some guidelines for feeling confident in your decisions. I love that she actually is a superstar
because she is in a business where all her close friends and associates get the procedures
therefore she knows what she's discussing.. That is why you usually want a well-regarded
qualified cosmetic surgeon, anesthesiologist, and comprehensive medical facilities. Thanks a lot
for your motivation in your reserve, "Bouncing Back", thank you, for always producing me laugh
and smile. Joan is usually funny ,(as constantly) straightforward, honest and open up. You can
find out about different details without needing to visit a physician, and wait in the waiting space.
Plus, after, reading any of Joan's books, I usually have a smile. Exactly like, when you share a
laugh, during a great go to with a pal. Well, I live in a far more blue collar world where close
friends can't afford to get this done and we don't have lunch sitting around discussing our latest
treatment. I'm group Joan.. Kudos for you, Joan.I'm happy that Joan's speaking because too
many stars keep their procedures hidden. Love Joan I really like this book. This is written in 2007
and I'm sure procedures have got progressed & She tells you why the procedure works, what you
can get, and what never to perform for the lay person. HOWEVER, it includes a lot of rich peoples
responses that don't connect with the real world. For instance she suggests you talk to your
friends about their surgeries. Okay, alright, I'll stop rambling today, lol, what may i say? Love Joan
Rivers (> informative & readable I picked up this publication out of mere curiosity and have been
happy with it. Joan Rivers addresses a wide range of topics: botox, plumping, fillers, skin, hair
removal, encounter lifts, boob jobs, noses, lipo, tucks, eye, & body. She begins each chapter with
a cheesy story where she tries to accomplish the procedure herself, then eventually defers to a
doctor.. she also presents the pros and cons of each procedure. Furthermore she gives prices for
each procedure and estimates on what long the task takes and how much time you need for
recovery. I came across that I was thinking about what she experienced to say because she
offered honest useful advice. have simply ordered another book for my mom.. This is an
excellent book that discusses all the cosmetic surgery procedures you could dream of and some
which will really surprise you. I enjoyed this publication! She tells you what she do, when and
names some plastic surgeons. She addresses the face and the body and tells what to look out
for and what can go wrong. The big thing is choose your physician very carefully. I miss you, but,
your legacy will always live on. I've had an upper & lower eyelift, chin implant, mini facelift,
liposuction, botox, restaylane, and cheek implants. My nephew said last week that he couldn't
believe I'm 24 months older than his father when I look therefore much youthful...)-this was an
informative, enjoyable read. Worthwhile knowledge, especially if you are considering plastic
surgery Joan knew her stuff about cosmetic surgery (& Excellent! For anyone that is looking for
the easiest method to the most complex. This book is very informative, gives you enough
information to be able to speak to the Drs. and ask knowledgeable questions. It can help you
with study and you won't appear to be the 'blond bombshell' when you do make a scheduled
appointment and ask questions.Thank you Joan designed for everything. RIP. World's Most
Famous COSMETIC SURGERY Patient Tells All! Funny Funny Five Stars YOU WILL DIE LAUGHING
Some mysteries are better remaining that way.too young to leave us. LOL Joan has strike it out
from the park again.. That is one of the best I've examine on each type of procedure - from an
aesthetic viewpoint. I'm interested in how Joan keeps looking great at age group 75. I've never
indulged but I might have, had I examine this years ago. Very informative Funny informative

loved itn Five Stars Great book. :) Contains real websites to visit. improved but that is an
excellent place to begin the journey. I bought this because it was the best rated of most her
books.we simply haven't figured it out yet. Joan is thorough and insightful, covering virtually
every procedure available today. Downsides, upsides, wrongsides, and rightsides, she methods
each technique with candor and depth--even how much it hurts and how long it lasts and how
much you can expect to gain. Humor is definitely tastefully inserted, and provides a bit of rest
from the reality of the factual info. If you only buy one book upon this topic, this is the one to
purchase. I have often wondered who had medical procedures and where it had been done, and
superstars are cloaked in so much secrecy. Many thanks Joan for your honesty and for posting
woman-to-woman. It really is a primer of cosmetic surgery written with very much wit but also
useful information regarding how to acquire the benefits of plastic surgery coupled with the
caveats to do so. Other than not associated with regular income, non Hollywood types I would
suggest picking right up a used duplicate.;.. Too bad she had bad medical service for one of her
simpler methods... Guess Joan never played bumper pool after dark? or billowly drifts on Mt
Kilimanjaro? But there has to be a reason they exist beyond pedestrian toys..... Joan truly
delivers the answers and has learned all the questions This book is worth every penny and more.
I have always admired solid, out spoken, witty, funny, caring women. There is her descriptions to
be an accurate summary and easy read;... Used books Great used publication site. Book exactly
as described.she offers you the info you didn't know to ask, or were afraid to. a great many other
things!.
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